Pre-BGM Committee meeting  
Friday October 8th 2010

Meeting opened 3:19 pm Ivo Time

Present: Rob, Sally, Noemie, Ivo, Ellie, Adam  
Absent: Emily, Jess 'Tits' Magee

Money!

We tend to spend what we earn --> Actually we tend to make a small profit

Incoming $$ via membership, guild grant, pre-sale tickets & check from unitheatres

Should plan and be prepared for the crap unitheatres occasionally pulls (eg. ridiculous air con bill)

Should try to limit expenditure on props and set. In particular minor props having more spent on them than really necessary.

Give directors a budget.

Discussion of propsmaster. Ivo strongly dissents, general agreement.

Noemie talks alot.

When people want to buy something for the production they have to talk to the director if they want to be reimbursed.

Be cheap where possible, much like your mother.

Specific social budget, amount being spent has been increasing over the years and this should stop.

Sally is a tool = Too many programs.

Noemie suggest selling old shirts.

People object --> Cast shirts should be for cast.

Meetings between committee and production committee to set budget after script finished but before auditions.

Tell people about meetings during BGM.

Need to form a $$ buffer.

~Half theatre hire cost.

Rob to try get more guild charity $$ for xmas panto.

Sally to try for bunnings support. (Not a cry for help)

SMS from Emily: "Tell Rob I called Redkite two hours ago and they said they'd call me back 15 minutes. FFS"

Midland storage costs us $0.
Grads also no storage space.

UDS tried to snipe Rob. He will leave us one day :,

Same happened to Nathan but with more underwear thrown on stage.

Rob is never gonna give us up, never gonna let us down.

Talk about buffer during budget meeting.

Some people are idiots.

Check, Check, Check, Check.

General consensus that year long committee is a bad idea.

UWA PantoSoc is a slut, easy, wide open for members.

New banner if achieve buffer.
  -->Save for.
  --> Incl logo
  --> NOT comic sans

Constitutional amendments.

Clear the air.

THIS SECTION IS CENSORED.

Adam is Pro-Rape also cancer and kids with cancer.

BGM Agenda.

X-mas 1st --> Shorter than sem, no pitches.

Jack award after feedback.

Getting expressions of interest for lighting course.

Adam leaves early, probably to rape kids with cancer.

Noemie

Biscuit wench talk.

UDS-Panto joint event?

Rob like the idea of improved relations between UDS and Panto and the idea of quiz nights, but not together.

Ivo suggests we do something more social than quiz night where pantees can hit on them and they can hit on Rob.

Ivo stop to watch hot girl with dreadlocks.

Rob becomes more animated than at any other point in the meeting to RAGE about how much he hates
dreadlocks. He even hates the spelling of dreadlocks. They do not enhance, if someone with dreadlocks is hot they’re already hot and would be hotter without them.

Something about semen races to deal with zinc deficiency.

Rob wipes a bit of zinc from eye.

Sally talks about some TV show.

Meeting closed 4:59 pm Ivo Time. Break it down now.

Meeting reopened 5:01pm.

Emergency Vote:

Dreadlocks Good --> 1
Ivo Wrong --> 4

Meeting closed 5:02 pm.